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I:JTI~GLUCTIOE 
Chemical application may be on the verge of the biggest 
change since the first spray nozzle spit and sputtered to 
life some 70 years ago. A new innovation in the dispersion 
of chemical pesticides, known as Controlled Droplet Appli-
cation, C.D.A., used rotary atomizers. These rotary atom-
izers, "spinners", produced droplets of pre-determined, 
uniform size. Conventional sprayers, using hydraulic pressure 
nozzles, produced droplets of random size, including many 
\'Jhich were much larger than required and others that were too 
small to control weeds or other pests. The larger droplets 
contained the greatest portion of the pesticides and either 
fell to the ground or over killed. The smaller droplets were 
ineffective and either drifted or evaporated before reaching 
the target surface. Either way, the gallon usage was high 
and the cost factor was too great for the farmer to make a 
profit. Droplets of several hundred microns, a unit of 
measurement, of chemical droplet size, contained too much 
chemical for the coverage required or not enough if the drop-
lets were too small and ineffective. 
If reliable means could be found of producing uniform 
drops of pre-determined size and conveyipg these drops to 
the spray target with only negligible evaporation, it should 
then be possible to achieve consistent, effective coverage 
of targets at extremely low total spray volumes. This savings 
\'JOUld result in less time in the field for the farmer equal-
ing less cost to the consumer for the produced goods. 
Since the introduction of rotary atomizers in the appli-
cation of chemical pesticides in 1978, research was limited 
in its effect on plants. After interviews with local farmers 
and experimental personnel on chemicals applied and their 
amounts, the researcher decided to determine the effects of 
Poast herbicide sprayed on fall weeds and grasses and the 
percents of kill by using a conventional hydraulic sprayer 
and rotary spinners at 2000 R.P.M. and at 5000 R.P.M. 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEI!. 
The problem of this study was to determine the effects 
of Poast chemical sprayed on fall grasses and Tieeds and their 
percents of kill on test strips by using a conventional 
hydraulic sprayer with model 8003 tips and by using a C.D.A. 
micromax spinner a.t 2000 R.P.t-I. and at 5000 R.P.H. 
RESEARCH GOALS 
The basic research goals of this study were as follows: 
1. Using the micromax spinners at 2000 R.P.M. or 
5000 R.P.M., cut v,ater usage down by 2/3 and increased cover-
age of chemical over a total acreage as compared to a conven-
tional hydraulic model 8003 boom sprayer. 
2. Using a micromax spinner at 2000 R.P.M. or 
5000 R.P.M., a more evenly and controlled droplet size was 
achieved than by using the conventional hydraulic model 8003 
boom sprayer. 
3. Use of the micromax spinners at either 2000 
R.P.M. or 5000 R.P.M. greatly decreased fill time and l0ss 
water support equipment was needed to apply chemicals over 
the same acreage. 
BACKGROUrm AND SIGNIFICAHCE 0? STUDY 
Controlled droplet application involved the use of 
centrifugal force generated bf a 2pinning nozzle to produce 
spray droplets. This permitted greater control over spray 
dro~lets size than conventional nozzles; therefore, applica-
tion efficiency Tias reportedly improved. ~o the farmer, 
this meant im1,roved efficiency meaning that the 2.::i0unts of 
~ater applied per acre could be reduced to three gallons or 
less and in some cases, chemical application rates could be 
cut by 50 percent or more. 
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The reason for developing this research topic was that 
there existed no substantial evaluative instrumecl for testing 
the effects of micromax spinners with herbicides on weeds or 
fall grasses. A revie"w of literature section indicated that 
this was true. 
The job of any spray nozzle was to distribute chemicals 
uniformly with a minimum of drift. Conventional nozzles did 
this by using pressure to break the spray solution into drop-
lets. HoDever, tests showed that those droplets varied widely 
in size from small ones, which formed a mist and tended to 
drift anay, to large ones which drifted out of control. 
In an effort to reduce drift, recent trends have been 
toward larger droplets and consequently, larger volumes of 
water. Application rates of 30 to 50 gallons of water per 
acre were common. rlhile successful in reducing drift, this 
increased water supply problems requiring large, heavy spray-
ers and more time for tank filling. 
According to NcGarvey, President of the company which 
manufactured the micromax nozzles, "eighty percent of the 
droplets from a conventional nozzle carry 90 percent of the 
pesticide solution in most agricultural applications 11 • 3 
rrhis will mean a loss of chemical from run off or an over 
kill and will in turn mean a loss to the farmer. "The rotary 
nozzle breaks up these large droplets, making better use of 
the chemical in them. A 400-micron droplet can be separated 
into eight 200-micron droplets or sixty-four 100-micron drop-
lets, so it is easy to see how chemicals can be used more 
effectively",3 McGarvey. 
lm early model of the C. D. A. was developed by Edward 
Bals of Bromyard, England as early as 1953. This hand held 
version l1ad been marketed in third world countries outside 
the ~estern hemisphere since then. Only since 1978 has this 
model reached the United States and over 40,000 have been 
placed into production. 
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In August of 1979, 2prayrite Manufacturinr; Company of 
Arkansas began controlled field work studies and soon 
realized the significant contribution that the C.D.A. would 
have on today's agricultural society. John o. Moore, 
President of Sprayri te Eanu fac turing Company stated, "Over 
the past 35 years, the right equipment had been ignored by 
research workers but the C.D.A. will change that notion 11 • 4 
LilHTATIOI(S 
The findings and conclusions reached in this study were 
limited in their applications inasmuch as the results cannot 
be generalized about all types of herbicides as well as 
about both spinner speeds. Another consideration in using 
the C.D.A. spinners was the distance that the spinners were 
above the intended weeds or grasses. This limitation was 
based on test results taken during the manufacturing and 
marketing processes. An 811 to 30" distance v.:as required 
with a 23.6 11 optimum height recommended for slow speed usage. 
The 40 11 spacing of each spinner on the boom was another 
factor that must be duplicated to achieve the same results. 
A C. D. A. spinner sproy pat tern \':as 84" in diameter and for:·,ed 
a hollow cone pattern when positioned horizontally above B 
flat surface. The spinners were tilted to a 15° angle and 
the pattern changed to eclipical shape which did not change 
appreciable in its pattern Tiidth. The drop bracket, which 
the spinners were attoched to, came bent to the specified 
angle. The researcher I s spacings \':ere positioned at 40 11 
centers on a fixed boom that was mounted 24" above the intended 
kill. 
ASSUNPTIONS 
The following staternents were made: 
1. The weather conditions for all test strips were 
in the same field test plots and they \·;ere subjected to the 
same chemical applications out of the same mixtures per 
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spinner as the control test st!ips that had nothing applied 
to them. 
2. The tractor speed and other pertinent informa-
tion according to the spinner specifications were the same 
for the 2000 R:P.M. speed as well as the 5000 R.P.M. speed 
and the model 8003 tips. 
3. The percents of kill on each test plot were 
taken at the same time by a totally objective inspector who 
did not know which plots had been subjected to the spinners 
and which ones had been subjected to the model 8003 tips. 
PROCEDURES 
The procedures that were followed for this study con-
sisted of the following: 
1. A need was assessed for more information about 
the micromax spinners for farmers in the Eastern Shore area 
and its effects on fall grasses and v:eeds vrith no-till plant-
ing of soybeans. 
2. Significant information was obtained from the 
Sprayrite Manufacturing Company, from Micron Corporation, 
from the Virginia Ornamental and Truck Research Station and 
from interviews with local farmers as well as with local 
tractor and implement dealerships. 
3. Three micromax spinners were installed to 
drop brackets and attached to a fixed boom and mounted on 
the back of a Johnson 3pt Hitch Fiberglass Tank Sprayer. 
This boom was installed in conjunction with the existing boom 
which hel<l the model 8003 spray tips. 
4. Calibration tests were made and all adjustments 
were made for both booms to be compatible while one was spray-
ing. All hardv1are and hose connections were checked for any 
leakage as well as all pressure regulators and hydraulic 
pumps and PTO connections. 
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5. Test plots were laid out at the Virginia Orna-
mental and Truck Research Station in Painter, Virginia under 
the direction of Dr. Berman Holt and Dr. Henry ~·:ilson. 
6. ?our test plots v1ere sprayed with the same 
chemical for each of the different spinner speeds and with 
the model 8003 tips in use. Four test strips were left as 
controls or to verify the test results against a given standard. 
7. Fercents of kill for each spinner and model 8003 
tip test strips ~ere taken two and a half ~eeks later to deter-
mine if the spinners had made any significant kill over the 
model 8003 spray tips. 
DEFINITION OF TERMS 
1. C.D.A. (Controlled Droplet Application) is a method 
by which chemicals can be dispersed on a given plot of land 
or weeds. 
2. E.P.A. (Environmental Frotection Agency) is a govern-
mental agency established to protect individuals from severe 
chemical reactions or exposure. 
3. G.P.A. (Gallons Fer Acre) is a means of measuring 
the amount of water and chemicals that are applied to a c;iven 
acre of land. 
4. Micron is a unit of measurement. ( 1 million microns= 
1 meter in length which is also equal to 39.37 inches). 
5. Model 8003 is a brand type name of sprayer tip· that 
is used on a conventional sprayer driven by an agitator pump. 
6. Poast Herbicide is a selective herbicide to be 
evaluated for post-emergence control of annual and perennial 
grasses or weeds in soybeans. 
7. P.S.I. (Pounds Per Square Inch) is a measurement 
of force being exerted on a 5iven object. 
8. P.T.O. (Power Take Off) is a sbaft on t::--,e back of 
the tractor that can generate rotary motion from the tractors 
internal power motion. 
9. R.P.M. (Revolutions Per Einute) is the number of 
times a spinner or any revolving object spins in 60 seconds. 
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.SUMHARY 
Chapter 1 of this research study contained an introduc-
tion of the study and v,hy it v:as underta};:en. It included 
en introduction, a statement of the problem, the goals of 
the study, the background and significance, its limitations 
and ~ssumptions, and the methods and procedures folloVied in 
conducting this study. Also included V!as a definition of the 
terms used and finally an overviev, and summary of all the 
chapters contained in the study. In Chapter 2, a review of 
related research and literature was reported. It included 
information on history and development of the spinner concept 
and technical information on field studies and field trials. 
Chapter 3 contained the research methodology. In Chapter 4 
the findings and analysis of the data collected ~ere reported. 
Chapter 5 contained a summary, conclusions and recommendations 
of the study. 
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CEAP'J1 "' 2 
R~VI~W OF LITRRATURE 
Application of a chemical mixture was a simple, 
uncomplicated operation based on applying a certain percent-
age of chemical over a square inch of target space. The 
farmer ~ho applied this mixture at the least cost benefited 
from its action and received the a~ard of higher crop yields 
a.11d less damage by 1'1eeds. 
The application of chemical mixtures on crops using 
some type of spray tip has been around since the brass nozzle 
~as created some 70 odd years ago. Since 1979, United States 
farmers have experimented with hand held rotary atomizers to 
distribute droplets of pre-determined and uniform size. The 
results obtained from these field tests were encouraging so 
the hand held models gave way to the spinners mounted on 
pressurized tank sprayers. 
HI.STORY AlJD DEVELOPl'.:'~lJT 
Hand held controlled droplet applicators, developed by 
Edr;ard Bals of Bromyard, England, have been marketed since 
1953, primarily in third world countries outside the western 
hemisphere.~ In 1978, a version of the original hand held 
C.D.A. was introduced in the United States. This model was 
developed in the United States by the Sprayri te r-;anufacturing 
Company. The initial trial was conducted with rice farmers 
who, by using one gallon of mixture could spray two miles of 
crops which VJould have taken a day and 80 gallons of water. 9 
The Hicron Corporation in conjunction \•.ri th the S11rayri te 
Lanufacturing Cornpany realized that if pest control were a 
matter of applying a lethal dose of pesticide uniformly over 
a given target, then the droplet size was the key to effective 
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control. 'I'he micromax spinnor,- developed by the ;-:icron 
Corporation created a rotary spray pattern instead of a 
hydraulic pressure pattern. The key to the effective ro-
tary spray pattern v1as determined by the correct droplet 
size for the type of chemical applied and its target. 
TECHHICAL IIeORMATION 
Rotary spinners produced a uniform droplet size as 
compared to a hydraulic sprayer which emitted droplet sizes 
ranging from 1 micron to 500 microns or even larger. This 
wide variation in droplet size caused inefficient applica-
tion of the chemical. Droplets from a conventional nozzle 
ranged from very small to very large while a rotary spray 
nozzle broke the droplets into more uniform size. The drop-
let sizes were measured in microns. Studies have shown that 
droplets above 350 microns are ineffective for post-emergence 
herbicide and insect control as these simply run off leaves. 
The Micron Corporation micromax nozzle was designed for two 
speed operations to change droplet sizes. The faster setting 
generated droplets of 75 to 100 microns while the slo~er speed 
emitted droplets of 250 microns. 
FIELD TESTING 
~ith the wide ranges of droplet sizes being produced 
by a hydraulic sprayer, wind drift and wasted chemical 
applications occurred all to often. "Drift test \':Ork at 
the University of Saskatchewan at Saskatoon revealed that 
drift from a conventional hydraulic sprayer at 30 P.S.I. 
v1as 10 times greater than the rnicrornax nozzle. 119 Being 
able to control the droplet size, the researcher was able to 
control drift of the droplets according to their mass. 
The reseo.rchcr realized that to col!trol the droplet 
size meant to keep a constant speed and angle of the spinr:ers. 
This meant that droplets of the same size dropped off the 
spinner or nozzle the sarne distance from the point of emission. 
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Uncontrolled drift was the result of too smell drop-
lets. Spray distortion, due to drift, was caused by drop-
lets of varying size. Since the micromax SJ)inners limit 
droplet size to 250 microns there was less drift. 1~en 
smaller droplets were utilized the spray pattern shifted 
doi:.'nr:ard. Horrnver, the uniformity of the pattern v;as 
essentially the same. 10 
11 11. study by .Ak.esson indicated the following drift 
characteristics relative to droplet size in 3 M.P.H. wind 
when settling from 10 feet. 
3 micron size 
10 micron size 
15 micron size 
100 micron size 
500 micron size 
droplets 
droplets 
droplets 
droplets 
droplets 
r:ill drift 
\'.'ill drift 
v1ill drift 
will drift 
V!ill drift 
8 . l rnJ_ ~es 
1 mile 
2000 feet 
50 feet 119 5 feet. 
Two researchers in different locations in the United 
States completed field studies on the micrornax spinners 
during the summer of 1981 and found them helpful and 
economical in pest control. Kairnsta found that 11 weed 
control at carrier volumes as low as 20 to 4 G.P.A. with the 
rotary nozzle uas equal to flat fan nozzles at 20 G.F.A. us-
ins either B2,sagran or Poast. 118 His study also indicated 
that less drift was encountered at 10 ~.P.H., reduced rates 
of application using post-emergence chemicals were signifi-
cant, and spinner 
thought it to be. 
criticism 011 some 
spacing was not as critical as they had 
Jones had similar findings but offered 
minor problems that were encountered.? 
An appraisal of the controlled droplet applicators 
was reported in the Soybean Digest: 
II 1 • 
2. 
~eed control generally had good to excellent 
results. 
Dater gallonage cut drastically with no per-
formance drop. 
Though still controversial, chemical rates 
successfully reduced with some herbicid~s. 
Most second-year users still think the rotary 
atomizer nozzle is a big breakthrough. 11 11 
1 1 
f~Ui·iHARY 
Vlhat began as an c:zperiment for rice farmers using 
hand held sprayers has noTI become a popular invention in 
the chemical application on crops or weeds. Since 1978, 
over 40,000 rotary atoDizers have been placed into production. 
Two corporations have begun to manufacture spinners for use 
in converting from hydr&.ulic spray tanks to spinner e:'.Jilli-
cations. The investment has been minimal cornp2red to the 
cost of chemicals being wasted by either drift or run off 
and over kill. 
The information found in the review of literature Das 
very limited since the hand held sprayers were introduced in 
this country only four years ago. Nost of the field work 
had been completed by independent research stations under 
the guidance of the two corporations. Chemical companies 
are now beginning to notice the spinners and the vast differ-
ences in chemic2l oixtures required. Though li~ited in its 
availability, the information found in the revic~ of liter-
ature helped in the understandinc of hOi'! a S})innGr \'!Orked 
and horr, under various conditions, the s1Jinner v·ill seve 
money and time to the local farmer. 
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A reiteration of the three sr,ecj_f:i_c .::;c,;,ls of this re-
search study follo~s: 
1. Usin6 the, rncro:,-1ax spj_nners at 2000 R.::=:.1:. or 
5000 E.F.i-i., cut 1::ater 1)S2.[;'3 dOYT1 by 2/3 2nd incr:1e.sed cove:'.'-
age of cheraical over a total acreage as compared to a con-
ventional hydraulic ' l ""-"3 i~OG.8 ouu boom sr)raycr. 
2. Using a :-:acror:1ax :::::;inner at 2000 ;.; .r:. or 
5000 R.P.M. a ffiOre evenly and controlled droplet size Das 
achieved than by using the conventional hydraulic model 3003 
boor:i sprayer. 
3. Use of the rdcro;;1ax G})inners at either 2000 ?.?.;-'.. 
or 5000 ~.F.I~. 5reatly decrsased fill tiLe &nd l2ss ~&ter su~;ort 
cc:;v.i:)mcmt neeo_ed to 2-y;_::"ly chc:1icc:.lE over t1.1e s2.L2 c=,cre2cc. 
'I'he methocis and r,-rocec~ures used in this study \'"ere ce-
sicned to achieve these coals. ~hsse include s~inner boo~ 
construction, ,s.)rayer lwor:-ups, c2.1culations of 101 i>·ture2 c.1 : 
chemicals, and test plot designation. 
A fixed boom assembly vas constructed by the researcher 
to accomodate three micromax spinners ~ounted horizontally 
on a hodel 1 890 1 Johnson Tractor Mounted Sprayer. The re-
searcher chose this model sprayer due to its ease of boom 
confieuration, its large capacity hydro-standard P.T.O. pump 
and its eight r:ay boom control reculator. ·The 1nicrot12x 
SlJinner and boom asseubly r:ere 1:1oun tcd directly to the si-Jrayer 
along with the existinc spray boom tl1at cace ~ith the sprayer. 
All associated fixtures, electrical hool·:-u_::s, nnci hoses ,·;ere 
purcl1ased loca.11:_y c_t f2_1~L: iL1~'}lci!:e11t ctores comr!1011 to an:y 
agricultriral area in th~ United States. 
One inch galvanized piJe was usod for tho fixed booE 
anc]_ the boom extensions. The researcher cho:::;E: thir; _type and 
size due to its strength and its resistance to corrosion. 
Plate metal 1/4" thick and 5" square vras welded to each end 
of the boom extensions using 7014 A.G. Tielding rods. These 
metal plates were then primed and painted to prevent corro-
sion. One end of each boom extension had four holes drilled 
in the !)late to accoi:!i;wdate the 15° spinner drop bracket. 
The spinner drop bracket ~as pre-formed to provide the correct 
angle of spray IJattern to the direction of travel c:md the 
target. Angling the s1Jinner increased ane;ular velocity, 
consequently, increasing canopy penetration and coverage. 
The opposite end of each boom extension had four holes drilled 
in the steel plate to accommodate a 2 1/211 by 3/8" pi1;e clan:p. 
All holes were drilled \'!i th a 3/8 11 twist drill bit to allori 
for 3/8" by 3" machine bolts and washers. The clamps allo\·_:ed 
the fixed boom, r,rhich \'i&S i,wunted to the tank standards, to 
hold the boom extensions. Once the boom 0xtensions \':ere 
positioned for the correct spinner spacings, the boom exten-
sions ~ere Tielded to the fixed booDs by using 7014 ~.c. ~eld-
ing rods. This ~as completed to prevent any vibration of 
the spinners since boom .stability r.as very i1,1)ortant to tho 
correct coverage of the micromax spinners. Small sections 
of 1/4" channel iron \'.'ere \'.'elded alont; the fixed boom and 
the boom extensions to give added strength and support. 
Viounting and operation s:9ecifications were critical to 
the smooth performance of the micromax spinners. .Some general 
specifications Dere: 
1. Source of poi:rer -vms 12 volts \'lith a 2 amp. 
por;er dr2_in. 
2. ~eight of the spinner ~as 2.8 pounds. 
3. Height and \'.'id th of ea ch SfJinner r-o_s 5 1 /2". 
1~. Sp2cini:; on the fixed boom ·,:es 36" to ?C1 11 • 
5. Distance c.bove the tc:,rcets v:c,re G11 to 30 11 \':i th 
an o~:itirr1Ur.! hci[;ht bej_ng 23. 611 for slov: s::_:ieeds. 
6. J\J1 orifice r:isc ·:n:::: U,icd to r:2ter the flo\'.' of 
pesticidc>s. 
7. O]cration of the spinners at the loTiest rossible 
pressures, from 20 P.S.I. to 40 P.S.I. 
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DI-RAYY:R HOOK-UF 
Once the mtcromax spinners and the booms vere attached 
to the spray tank, the electrical system as Tiell as the 
feeder hose system were connected. ::ach spinner operated 
on a 12 volt D.C. electrical system. The alternator or genera-
tor uas considered since each spinner has a 2 amp. poTier drain. 
~c::.ch spinner came ni th Et 5 8-mp. fuse lead already ,·rired to 
the motor as uell as the Jositive lead. ?he three spinners 
attc=;-:ched to the fixed boo1r1 extensions 1,·,ers connected in series 
to each other e.nd then both positive and ground r:ires r:ere 
connected to a disconnect plug. From the other side of the 
plug the negative or ground wire TI&s connected to the tractor 
fender so as not to become entangled with the P.T.O. of any 
hydraulic lifts or draTibars. The positive lead was connected 
to a larger fuse, 10 amp., to handle the sudden drain and then 
to 2. toggle SY'i tch ;_·rhich r.'o..s mounted near the tractor's 1:,2.in 
control panel. From th2t point the :positive lead i::as connected 
to the positive side of the battery by the use of a spring 
1 .; c __ ..1..p. All of the units Dere grounded in close proxi~ity to 
the electrical source. Fourteen gauge ~ire was selected by 
the researcher for the entire wiring operation since that ~as 
large enough to accommodate the system. As illustrated in 
the picture, the three spinners were wired to a common dis-
connect plug so the wiring to the power source and the switch 
could rer:12.in on the tractor and the spinners could stay attached 
to tl:e SlJI'i:;,.Y tank. 
r;:....."-J.-.---==i { t-~ ---o "'oe-------.1 ....... D _11 - -1 t +> 
~T. J 
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'i'he feeder hrJsG u:c:cd t:,;_. CC..JL,H.CT, r,,_;:_:L ;:,;pinrHcr tcJ the, 
eicht ~ay boom control 
hose and held in place 
rscu! :.:,tor 
v:i th ':iOrm 
.,. 
. . .. 
- ' } , ; ,e_ c : E-: .... , ~J... n n er 
came y;i th hoses connectine:,; thE:: dic1:_'J}1re5rn to the s 1)Lin8r 
nozzles and enoutrh ho::;e to fc1sten in the top of each , rop 
Additional hose elbo~s and couplings hsd to be 
rurch~~sed to connect tbe s;iinners to the existiq:s hoses 
going to the 8003 s··;_;r2y ti~,s. 'L'he 1ic, s0s r:ere at te chec. to 
~h~ boom extensions by the use of ~l2stic tie stra~s nee 
any Ji2turbance in the s)rs.y iattern ':'c:,s vit9-l to tl,9 success 
of the spinners. The dia . .f1iI'2gm of cech s:pinner hcJLH,ec the 
orifice plate nhich lirni ted the anwunt of cherniccJJ :~i:Lx 
entering the spinner. 1he different sizes supplied ~tth 
the oicrouax spinners Tiere designed for the t~o different 
speeds of the spinners. All of the hose connec ti,Jn s ·: ·:ce; 
:Jroken at the c1osest plc::.ce to ec1 ch existing 8003 ti 1, '~O 
s;:;_ve on eX}Jense of hose 311d \·.·ell as having 2s little c111r:;(.,j·uc-
tion as possible. 
---------
Diagram 1 ~~~ ~ r~ Connect To ~ 
~'® LJ ~-Exisnng Boom \ b / ftl To Red Hose Barb 
.!~
7
: ... ',:'18360 =·3 'I•~,-\~~,~ 
.~ I Rn Hose C""'1> Mocromax CiiiiiiJjJ t:i[J TopPlate 
Hose ShaM =~r . / ~ 
ElllOW e '--o,apnragm a= ~ ~ 
~ II -sl 
·Several Sizes Available ~ On MICfomax 
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CALCULATIOI:s FG}~ lnl.TU1\i,0 
Once the spinners were successfully installed on the 
tank sprayer, the correct calibrations were made to achieve 
the correct mixtures of chemicals. The calculations used 
were for the application of Poast herbicide using the micro-
max spinners at 5ooo·R.P.M. and at 2000 R.?.M. and the con-
ventional 8003 tips. 
Poast Herbicide at 5000 R.r.!-:. 
A. Ey collecting the spray given off by running the sJinner 
for 60 seconds and the tractor speed at 1~50 R.F.V., the 
researcher collected 190 milliliters of fluid. 
190 milliliters= 6.4 oz. per minute= .05 ;al. per minute (GFE) 
E. ?o determine the ground speed using R.?.M. output and the 
gear ratio, calculations proved to be 4.0 ~.P.H. in 4th gear 
at 1250 R.P.M. according to the tractor specifications. The 
test tractor for all experiments was a 4000 ?ord. 
c. ·-, , J... • 11 / '""T ~ " ) ~o oe~ermine ca ons per acre ~u~B 
GPA = 5940 X GFI·: 
MPH X Nozzle spacing 
GPA= 5940 X .05 
4.0 X 39 = 
m 
156 
L. 7o determine acres covered per load: 
Acres/ Load= Tank size 
GFA 
Acres/ Load= ~00 
1.9 = 157.9 
of total mixture to 
= 1. 9 GPA 
To achieve the correct coverage for ti:e four test 2trips 
located at the Research StciU_on in Fainter, the resf:orc.:~1er 
calculated the following mixture: 
5 pints of oil 
8 1/2 gallons of ~ater 
5 pints of Poast 
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1,oast }~erticic~ at 2000 1<.F.M. 
A. By collectinc the spray civen off by runnine the spinn0r 
for 60 seconds and tbe tractor s~eed at 1250 ~.P.M., the 
researcher collected 420 milliliters of fluid. 
420 milliliters= 14.2 oz. per minute= .1109 gal. per minute 
(GFVi) 
B. By using the same ratio and ground speed as v:i th the 
5000 R.P.N. spinner, the speed will be computed to be 3.8 E.F.H. 
at 1250 R.P.M. 
c. GPA = 22f±O X GPM 
3.8 X Nozzle Spacing 
GPA = 22!±0 X .1102 628.2!±6 4.45 GPA 3.8 X 39 = 148.2 = 
D. To determine acres covered per load 
Acres I Load = Tank size 
GPA 
Acres I Load = 300 67.4 4.45 = 
The research er prepared new mixture of chemicals in sic: e 
the spray tank to achieve the original mixture. This mixture 
consisted of 2 1/2 pints of water, 1/4 pint of Foast and 1/4 
pint of oil. Once the correct mixture levels were reached, 
the researcher added 6.7 gallons of water to the chemical 
for the expected mixture coverage of 4.45 GPA. This mixture 
was applied on four test strips at the Ornamental and Truck 
Research Station in Painter in conjunction with the 5000 R.P.M. 
spinner mixtures. The test strips were divided into equal 
spinner widths and lengths so all the applications would be 
the same. 
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Poost Herbicide 'iith 8003 ';i_r;s 
h. Through field testing by the parent ~anufacturing company 
on 8003 tips, the gallons per minute ( GPL) v:ere not deemed 
necessary. Conversations with local farmers v,ho used identi-
cal spray tanks confirmed this information. 
~• The gallons per acre (GPA) for the spray tank and the 
8003 tips have also been pre-determined by the manufacturer 
and the established gallons per acre (G?h) are 25 gallons. 
C. The ratio and ground speed using the 8003 tips were 
slightly adjusted due to the extreme ~eight carried. The 
speed of the tractor was adjusted to 4 ~.P.H. using 5th gear 
and the throttle was adjusted to produce 1500 R.P.M.s. 
For the researcher to use the existing chemical mixture 
inside the spray tank 1/2 pint of oil, 1/2 pint of Foast and 
7 zallons of ~ater had to be added to achieve the original 
mixture. The researcher then added 5 pints of oil and enough 
v 2 ter to ri.ake the total miz ture 125 gallon E. 
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THE TiST PLOTS 
The 16 test plots were laid out at the Virginia Orna-
mental Truck and Research Station in Painter, Virginia. This 
station is one of many such research stations sponsored by 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University for re-
search in the field of agriculture. Dr. Henry ~ilson and 
staff ~ere very helpful in conducting this study. The strips 
of land were laid out in random order within the saEe test 
plot. Each strip was marked according to the tip used, the 
R.P.M., the direction of travel and the time of day applied. 
No two strips of the same chemical were laid out beside each 
other so as to avoid any over concentration of chemical from 
drift. 
All stri9s were measured to be the sa~e width which ~as 
15 feet wide and 200 feet long. All chemicals ~ere a;plicd 
on the same day so the weather conditions were ifentical 
~ith the only difference being the R.P.E.s used ~nd the tips 
used to have an identical application condition for the field 
testing. The exact time of day of the applications, tl1e wind 
direction, the wind speed, and the temperature ~ere all noted 
on the lay-out dra~ing of the test plots. 
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The researcher, in his comparison of a new product, 
had to develop a standard by ~hich to judge the effects of 
the ne~ product over the tested one. ~he problem of this 
study ~as to determine the effects of Foast chemical .snraved ~ . ., 
on f2ll crusses and weeds and their percents of kill on test 
strips by using a conventional hydraulic sprayer with model 
3003 tips and by using a C.D.A. micromax spinner at 2000 R.F.X. 
and at 5000 R.P.M. 
DIFFICULTI:.::.S 
2everal difficulties encountered by the researcher were 
flexibility of hoses, the diaphr2gm check valve, electrical 
systems, belt slivpace, and boom stability. Once these 
corrections \':ere made, the Sl.>inn ors per forn;ed as safe as 
possible and as efficient as possible. 
The major problem that the researcher had to contend 
·r;i th was the hoses supplied by the Eicron Corporation. The 
researcher had trouble with the flexibility of the hoses and 
the tightness of the plastic clamps. During the field test-
ing the researcher had to stop the spraying operation to 
re~lece a hose that had jarred itself loose from the spinner 
hose ca.rb. The ressarcher had to replace several of the 
s.:_ii.nnc:,r hose clamps v:i th worm ty})e hose clamps purchased 
during the construction of the boom assembly. 
The diaphragm check valve which held the orifice plate 
~as the second problem area the researcher had during the 
field testing procedures. Changing the R. F. :-~. set:tin0 in 
the field from 2000 R.F.~. to 5000 ].F.M. required the re-
searcher to dismantle the entire }10ss sy.ste:, e..:;seT1bJy to 
change the orifice plate. This creotcc a 1 roble:n, y·ith dor.·n 
ti i:,1 e a. s we 11 c1 s a 1 o .s s o f ch el' i c al s in th c ho s e s • 
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The electrical system hod one ~robls~ th~t ~as corrected 
by the researcher. A larger fuse, 10 arn~., ~as placed in the 
main control panel mounted on the tractGr dashboard to with-
stand the sudden power surge of all three spinners. 
A minor problem which the researcher corrected in the 
field was the problem of belt slippage. A simple adjustment 
between the motor pulley and the disc pulley eliminated the 
slippage. The researcher had prior infor~ation that belt 
stretching might be a problem after repeated use but the 
researcher found that to be untrue during the limited field 
testing. Belt stretching may be true in a large field opera-
tion. 
The boom stability was under constant inspection of 
the researcher since target height and canopy coverage was 
vital to the success of the problem. The researcher found 
no significant problem with the boom height or rigidity 
even when the test strips were laid across rows of Eoybeans 
instead of down the rows. 
Pf,RCi~l·:TS OF KILL 
The comparison of kills for each test stri1~ at the 
research station was made by a field ensineer at the local 
station. The engineer had no prior knov;ledge of v_chi ch teE·t 
strip had been exposed to the model 8003 tips as well as 
which strips had been exposed to the spinners at either 
2000 R.P.M. or at 5000 R.P.M. His inspections ~ere ~ade 
on the basis of a 10% kill system being a totRl kill of 
fall grasses or weeds. 
The four test strips marked number 1 on the test strip 
plot on page 22 of the methods and procedures shoved the 
researcher a 12.09b kill out of a l+07i esti:-:.::,ted )dll. The 
strips marked number 1 on the plot ~ere the 510c l.F.V. 
spinner speed ru1crom2x nozzles. 
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Te:.st stri~,s i;,;rksr3 ;,;_,;_:: L:.r ;:_ on the 11lot v.cere the 
~icro~az nozzles usi~g ~OOJ J.P.E. The field enGineer 
sstimated the ~ercents of kill for these four strips to 
be 38% out of a total kill of 40%. 
The field engineer calculated the percents of kill 
for test strips number 3 end found them to be 36. 9;~ of kill 
out of a total kill of 40 ;;. '.21H: se strips \'.'ere treated using 
the hydraulic sprayer and th~ model 80C3 spray ti9s. 
Al l t e s t .st r i _p s L c::r k e a nu rri b c, r I+ 1·: ere 1 e ft u n tr eat e d 
&s t~e control strifs for vi2ual inspection of the effects 
of no chemical treatments. 
The data chart on )age 26 ~as developed by the field 
engineer at the Virginia Ornamental and Truck Research Station 
based on the data collected from the percents of kill of each 
of the test strips. The remaining data ~as taken from files 
on Poast applications of other treat~ents as well as 
data to determine the effects of the s&me c}1err,ic2ls on acres 
of fields. The engineers conclusion from the data received 
stated that the 2000 R.?.J:. s~inners had a hicher percentage 
of kj_ll than the 5000 l~.F.J.:. spimJCrs or the r:,odel 2,003 tip.s 
&nd the hydraulic tenk. There was a significant difference 
in the coverage bet~een the 2000 R.F.!~. spinners and the 5000 
R.P.E. spinners but very little difference in kills between 
the 2000 R.P.M. spinners and the hydraulic tank \"i th the 
model 8003 tips. From the available d~ta, the 2000 R.P.M. 
micromax spinner and the model 8003 spray tips ~ould kill 
the SDme percentage of fall grasses or ~eeds but the major 
differ5nce would be in the water usage. 
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SU1.'JMARY 
The purpose of this study was to derive from the prob-
lem the comparis6n of chemical applicationE using microffiax 
sprayers and conventional hydraulic sprayers and ~eter~ine 
if there ~ere any significant differences in kill ~ualities 
using the same pesticides. The study deter~ined there ~cs 
a need for the comparison of the t~o types of che~ical 
applications and an evaluative instrument ~as developed in 
the form of the data sheet to determine the effects of each 
sprayer and its kill percentage. 
The study was limited to test plots at the Virginia 
Ornamental and Truck Research Station in Fainter, ~irginia 
and the construction of the spinners converted to a hydrnulic 
sprayer as outlined in Chapter 3. The study spscific~lly: 
1. T'.:xamined the need for a com!Jarison 2tudy 0f ri,icro:: :,x 
spinners and hydraulic spray applications. 
2. Revier;ed all avail_able data concsr.,ini; c.:::;;0·t 21:0 
time factors associated with the types of 1esticids a~~lic~-
tions. 
3. Gathered information concerning micromax sprayers 
through the review of literature section a~d used this infor~a-
tion to reach the researcher's stated 5oalE. 
1+. L'cvolo1)ed a micromax sJ;:Lnner att2.cL::1Pnt co:nsistinc 
of tllree .s~·inners on a fL:ed boom at tachco ~o 3. convention2l 
sprayer tank to test spray patterns and percents of kill as 
compared to a conventional hydraulic s~ray2r. 
5. Used the micromax spinners at 2000 R.F.K. or 5000 
R.P.M., cut water usage do~n by 2/3 and incr~~sed cover~co 
of ch8r.1ical over a total acrc:cge os CO!;,f;E,r,:;2 to 3. con·,011tioL2.l 
hydre.ulic niodel 8003 boom S.::~!rayer. 
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6 U d . . ' •('(',r. -, ~- l' son~ ' ~- ·.· ·• se. o. rnJ.crur:.;:,x F~llnnr:::r ot. c:.,.J.JU ,·,.Y.i·,. or .u l~.1'.;,. 
and obtained a more evenly and controlled droplet size than 
that which was achieved by using the conventional hydraulic 
model 8003 boom sprayer. 
COI;CLUSIOES 
The following conclusions ~ere drawn from a review of 
related research and literature and an analysis of data 
collected: 
1. There was a definite need for comparisons of percents 
of kill of micromax spinners and hydraulic sprayers. 
2. The total volume of mixture sprayed per acre was 
considerably less when using the micromax spinners than ~ith 
the hydraulic sprayers. The total volume of mixture for 
the 5000 R.P.l·i. spinners \'·as 1. 9 GPl, ribile the total volume 
of mixture for the 2000 R. 1-;. Vi. s_r,inners \'!as Li.. 45 GPA and the 
total volume of mixture for the 8003 tips ~as 25 GFA. 
3. The percentages of kill )er test stri~ were sliehtly 
h:'Lt,her using the 11icromax s~Jj_1rners at 2000 R.P.l<. than the 
The V?l'ccnteces for the 2000 .H.F.F. st,innt::rs 
for the four test striJs averaged out to be 38~ out of a 
possible 40% while the model S003 tips averaged out to be 
36.9) out of 40% for the four test strips. 
4. There developed a minor probl0m of belt slippace 
r·',ich occurred several tir:1es during the snr2y 0 11cra tion but 
~2s corrected by a tension adjustMent • 
.RECOhVi El WAT IOI: S 
The fo11or:ing reco~nLwndations are the results of 
observations and conclusions rePchad by the r0se2rcher in 
conducting this study: 
1. :c?esc,.srch furth,r tLu i c,rclnts of ldl.l usinc; either 
o ti1er che111j_cals ur oth£-;r s~cro.y L(;c'i u':;s. 
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housing to include~ ~nioL fittinc. 
811 orifice disc ar."1ounted to loss of r,10J1ey. 
3. Additional test co~parisons on b3lt driven srinncrs 
2nd o ne~er hydraulic driven s~inner should be c:n3id0red. 
l, • -~ach sr,inner should be r.'iroo to :: 
panel Dounted on the dashboard to alert t~c fcr~er of ~ny 
~aljunction of ~ach s;in~cr. 
coverage or s:otty crof coverage. 
l'.alf of or:.c test stri}) ·.-:ith hoses off oft:,::: .s.:'._:,:.er c"Jc 
to faulty clcu::_:::s und a control )o.11el r·o11.lc: s_::ot 2.L? ;:z1l'v:·,ct:'_JEs. 
5. A flc~ Eeter for each spinner should be a considera-
tion on the control panel to monitor the a);lication rates. 
6. After another test period, possibly 1 year, do 
c ro j_J r.1 G c; i w:·, .'::. 
7. Ch01.ic2.l cc::::J2.1~i.es b2,:;;in to lc.bc?l : i::;:;,;::_"c.E _:,_"C'_'C:::'-
tionc:.lly to c::ccoriiuodate rotary 2.to:·:1izcr.s c:c ·:.rn] __ ,_ 'S cs21vrr::~ 1_:r;~~1 
hydro.ulic Si=1r2yers. 
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3282 3 ¥,o" BSCY Hex Nut 4561 4 No. 8 x ¾," Panhead Screw 4686 1 Spacer · Fiat Washer ,,; .. ," 
4337 2 Red Hose Barb - 1 6 MM 4562 1 6 BA x 3 8" Socket Screw M101 1 12 volt motor 
4469 1 Disc 4655 1 Mounting Plate M102 1 Fuse Connector Set with 5 AMP Fusu 
4497 1 Protec11on Ring 4656 1 Motor Mounting Top Plate M103 4 ½" Hose Clamps 
4525 1 Disc Pulley 2-Speed 4673 1 · Shaft M104 2 11/,e" Hose Clamps 
4539 1 Label 4676 4 No 6 v 2" CSK Screw M105 1 Ma,e T Ho~e Co11nel:lur ' , , ' " 
4546 I Inner Housing 4677 ,:J Nu 8 x 1,'." Panhead Screw M106 1 '1'.i" Outlet Adaplt.H 
4553 1 Jr,ve Bell 4683 2 Flange duar,ng M107 Orifice Pidlt.! ~( i ~~u 
4554 'v1ui<,r Pulley ! Sµ, •cu 4685 Oil Belli Vc11ve M108 Oril,ce Platu r--i,·, i' 
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NOT ILLUSTRATED 
M· 117 1 Mounnno Braellel 
With 4\•,· Screws. 'Mlshe~. 
Lock 'Mlshe~ and Nuts 
M·118.1 U Bolt 
Or1f1ce Plate No. 55 
No. 50 Mesh Slottea St,a,rw, 
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